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Regional 
revenue  

prospects  
p. 8

267 million
people will need to be insured in Indonesia by 2019, when universal  
public healthcare is fully established.
p. 3 

USD 363 bn
is the national healthcare expenditure expected to rise by 2025;  
a CAGR of more than 20% compared to 2010 (USD 20 billion). 
p. 3

3 
complexities are market diversity, the need for state-of-the-art medical  
care and sound investment decisions, which pose great challenges for  
foreign healthcare providers wanting a slice of the action. 
p. 6
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In the pink of health. Indonesia is the 
fourth-most populous country in the world, 
with a growing wealthy middle class and 
stable economic growth. Optimism abounds 
in the country and there is a desire to 
achieve basic rights for all – including  
a universal healthcare system.

Possible gaps between demand and supply has put 
Indonesia firmly on the radar of healthcare providers 
pursuing growth. Indonesians will continue to demand 
better healthcare, creating abundant opportunities for 
international players. But despite the vast opportuni-
ties, Indonesia is by no means an easy country to nav-
igate. We identify three strong headwinds that foreign 
investors will have to push against if they choose to 
enter the country's healthcare industry.

HEADWIND #1
Market diversity – Indonesia's 
health-care sector calls for a  
customized approach

The first complexity facing foreign healthcare provid-
ers is that Indonesia's market is fragmented. A one-
size-fits-all approach will not work. The market is 
made up of many segments and regions that greatly 
differ from each other. That makes it highly unlikely 
that any single player will come to dominate the 
country's healthcare industry – or even specific sub-
sectors within the market.

Since January 1, 2014 Indonesia has been building a 
universal healthcare system, expected to be fully func-
tional by 2019. By March 2015 more than 142 million 
people were already insured under the new system, 
called "Badan Penyelenggara Jaminan Sosial" (BPJS). 
The aim is for the country's entire population – an esti-
mated 267 million people by 2019 – to be covered by 
the BPJS by the time the system is fully implemented.

Indonesia's spending on national healthcare in 
2010 was USD 20 billion. The government has set itself 
an ambitious economic goal of achieving USD 15,500 
gross domestic product (GDP) per capita in 2025. In 
this scenario, national healthcare expenditure would be 
breath taking, reaching USD 363 billion by 2025 – a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of more than 
20%. That would make Indonesia one of the largest 
healthcare markets in the world within ten years. 

Despite the optimism, the universal healthcare 
coverage model by the government currently provides 
only the most basic health services. Indonesia is set to 
become one of the biggest economies in Asia – and as 
wealth increases, so too will demand for healthcare 
outside the BPJS. A  B  
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Health expenditure, public (% of total health expenditure)

Source: Roland Berger, World Bank
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INDONESIA IS SET TO BECOME ONE OF THE BIGGEST ECONOMIES IN ASIA WITH A SIZE  
OF THE PUBLIC HEALTHCARE INSURANCE SYSTEM OF UP TO USD 363 BN BY 2025
Correlation between per capita gross domestic product (GDP) and national healthcare expenditure (NHE)

B

STEADY INCREASES UNDERSCORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS
Indonesia's national medical expenditure vis-à-vis its GDP [measured in USD billions]

Source: Roland Berger
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scriber spends less per hospital visit, given that coffers 
will increase with each incremental subscriber. However, 
that said, because the public sector subscribers are pri-
marily from low-income groups and the subscription 
fees correspond with their income levels, total reserves 
to cover public subscribers will not spike in size.

Subscribers to public and private schemes inher-
ently have different patients with contrasting income 
levels. The schemes have different business models, 
and this will remain in the medium term. Potential new 
entrants into the market must bear this in mind. 

Regional differences show great disparities
Besides differences between public and private insur-
ance, there are differences in healthcare standards 
between different urban areas across Indonesia. The 
Indonesian healthcare industry is not homogenous. 
Great disparities exist between Jakarta and other cities 
in terms of access to medical care, medical equip-
ment, facilities and pharmaceutical products.

Jakarta offers many advantages for patients. The 
city has many medical facilities and providers and a 
wide range of medical and pharmaceutical products 
are available. This is a result of a disproportionate 
number of foreign healthcare providers entering the 
Indonesian market through Jakarta, expanding out-
wards from there. In the city, competition is fierce, with 
some hospitals offering facilities and equipment on a 
par with developed nations in order to compete. 

Outside Jakarta the picture is not so rosy. In provin-
cial cities, for example, there are huge shortages of 
manpower, equipment and funds for medical products, 
with a major reason being that many of the foreign 
healthcare providers do not have presence beyond Ja-
karta. A key example of a company that has started 
operations in Jakarta but has restricted its presence to 
the capital city, is Philips Healthcare. Even though the 
Dutch multinational has long had links to Indonesia, it 
only currently has a wholly owned office in Jakarta, but 
not elsewhere in Indonesia.

So should healthcare providers focus only on Jakar-
ta? On the contrary! Our research shows that compa-
nies should look at a range of options, even considering 

Private vs. public marks the dichotomy of the 
Indonesian healthcare system
The government's plan is to provide universal health-
care system through a comprehensive public system. 
As in many healthcare markets around the world, a 
number of competing schemes currently coexist. Even 
within the public schemes there were major differenc-
es depending on people's jobs and income levels. The 
idea of the BPJS is to eventually consolidate these dif-
ferent schemes into a single structure.

Naturally, the objectives of private health insurance 
schemes differ from those of the BPJS. Primarily, pri-
vate schemes aim to provide better, more comfortable 
medical facilities while making a profit, while the pub-
lic schemes are not driven by margins. 

This has implications for how healthcare is ac-
cessed by Indonesians with different types of health 
insurance. In terms of the number of hospitals – cur-
rently standing at 860 and 819 – the ratio between 
public and private is about equal. However, people 
who are covered under the BPJS can only access pub-
lic clinics, hospitals, and a limited number of private 
hospitals at present. Because of the low payouts from 
the BPJS, private hospitals place restrictions on treat-
ing BPJS subscribers, with most barring access com-
pletely. As a result, publicly insured patients are forced 
to visit public hospitals in order to access full health-
care services. The Indonesian government aims to 
change this in the future, giving everyone with insur-
ance access to all private hospitals. 

A glance at the data sheds some useful light on the 
situation. C  The figures speak for themselves: The pri-
vate health insurance market is twice as big as the pub-
lic insurance market and the expenditure per person 
per annum on private healthcare is eight times higher. 
That doesn't necessarily mean that the quality of the 
medical treatment itself is much better in the private 
sector – rather that people with private health insur-
ance pay a sizeable premium for the superior comfort 
as well as speed and level of service they enjoy.

As the BPJS expands to include more of the general 
public, it will inevitably gain in significance. The increase 
in the number of subscribers may mean that each sub-
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conception may stem from the fact that there are many 
generic pharmaceuticals in Indonesia and only limited 
demand for expensive new drugs. 

This inaccurate belief has prevented some foreign 
enterprises from considering entry into Indonesia. Am-
gen and Daiichi-Sankyo for instance, both of which are 
in the top 25 global pharmaceutical companies by 
sales, do not sell products Indonesia despite the mar-
ket's large revenue potentials for both companies.

In reality however, Indonesia desperately needs to 
offer sophisticated medical care for citizens and must 
leapfrog technologies in its healthcare systems, even if 
there is a large price tag involved. The current system 
must overcome its lack of staff, equipment and funds 
and provide affordable yet comprehensive medical 
care for the whole population. Deploying the right tech-
nology could significantly defray the cost of delivering 
healthcare to the country's citizens and increase sub-
scription to the medicine or service. 

One such example is the provision of medical con-
sultation via smartphones and the Internet to patients 
in remote areas. Other services include promoting mo-
bile commerce for medical and pharmaceutical prod-
ucts and deploying home care to relieve pressure on 
hospital beds. 

The delivery of online healthcare and "e-health" is 
not restricted to developed countries only. Mexico's 
"Medical Home" service, for instance, provides consul-
tations with doctors via mobile phone for a fixed 
amount of just USD 5 monthly. The service provides a 
medical infrastructure for people living in distant prov-
inces, and people with no medical insurance. Another 
example is Apollo Telehealth Services, which is an af-
filiate of India's largest hospital group, the Apollo 
Group. It provides remote medical care to patients liv-
ing in rural areas. The service has recently been ex-
panded to patients in Yangon, Myanmar. Indonesia's 
healthcare industry, which has much in common with 
that of Mexico and India, could learn from these sys-
tems and apply similar models at home.

The need for advanced medical systems is not just 
driven by patients, either. Medical providers such as 
doctors are also demanding such conditions. The lack 

entering the market from areas other than Jakarta. 
Some of the islands of Indonesia are economic power-
houses. D  E  Sumatra Island alone has a comparable 
gross regional domestic product (GRDP) to that of Viet-
nam's GDP. Sulawesi has a GRDP just slightly lower 
than Myanmar's GDP. Other islands also have key in-
dustries that contribute to Indonesian GDP, such as 
Riau province (electronics) and the East Kalimantan 
province (mining).

Lack of trust in the healthcare system 
Indonesia suffers from outbound medical tourism, 
whereby Indonesians travel abroad for healthcare. One 
of the primary reasons for this is that Indonesians do 
not fully trust their own healthcare system. Singapore, 
Thailand and Malaysia offer many facilities for medical 
tourists, attracting rich Indonesians. Indeed, it is esti-
mated that some 600,000 Indonesians travel over-
seas to get better medical treatment annually. Singa-
pore attracts the wealthier segment, who spend 
around USD 3,500 annually per person, while those 
travelling to Malaysia (mainly Penang and Kuala Lum-
pur) spend an annual USD 200 per patient. F  

But it's not just about trust. Medical tourism is also 
driven by the desire for better medical service. As the 
middle class grows and Indonesians become wealthi-
er, the number of medical tourists will steadily increase 
unless the quality of service provided locally meets 
people's demands. This creates an opportunity for for-
eign players to open first-class medical facilities in In-
donesian cities other than Jakarta in order to lure med-
ical tourists and capture revenues locally.

HEADWIND #2
State-of-the-art medical care – The 
most advanced equipment is needed

A common misconception about Indonesia's healthcare 
industry is that it is an underdeveloped market with ba-
sic needs. Some decision makers believe that operators 
and pharmaceutical companies do not need to invest in 
high-end products or deliver expensive medication to 
customers, as it won't sell nor is it in demand. This mis-

3
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KALIMANTAN
USD 91.3 bn

PHILIPPINES
USD 272.1 bn

MYANMAR
USD 56.8 bn

Scheme Primary  
subscribers

Number of sub- 
scribers (2010)

Total  
market size

Expenditure per 
subscriber p.a.

Access

Jamkesmas 
(public 
scheme)

Health insurance for 
poorer segments of 
society

93.8 m USD 8 bn USD 84Mostly public 
hospitals; a few 
private hospitals

Askes 
(public 
scheme)

Health insurance for 
public servants

Mostly public 
hospitals; a few 
private hospitals

Jamsostek Health insurance for 
private enterprise 
employees, merged with 
BPJS on January 1, 2014

23 m USD 15.2 bn USD 660Access to all 
hospitals

VIETNAM
USD 170.6 bn

THAILAND
USD 387.3 bn

MALAYSIA
USD 313.2 bn

SULAWESI
USD 44.4 bn

JAVA
USD 533.8 bn

SUMATRA  
USD 219.2 bn

D

GDP ON INDONESIA'S MAIN ISLANDS AND NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES
GDP of each island in Indonesia, compared to neighboring Southeast Asia (SEA) countries (2013)

C

TWICE AS BIG. COFFERS FOR PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE MARKET IS DOUBLE  
THAT OF PUBLIC HEALTH INSURANCE
All three schemes have merged under the BPJS umbrella, though there is clear segmentation between public and private 

Source: IMF, Roland Berger

BPJS

SINGAPORE
USD 302.2 bn
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E

CLEAR REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES LIE BEYOND JAKARTA
GDP of Indonesia provinces of GRDP and SEA neighboring countries

Population 
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Riau

DI Yogyakarta

Sulawesi Tenggara

Maluku Utara

Kalimantan Selatan

Bengkulu

Kep. Bangka Belitung

Sumatera Barat

Jawa Tengah

Sulawesi Selatan

Maluku

Kalimantan Tengah

Sumatera Selatan

Banten

Sulawesi Barat

Papua

Jambi

Jawa Timur

Gorontalo

Papua Barat

Kalimantan Timur

Lampung

Kepulauan Riau

4,494

9,608

2,271

4,500

3,891

12,982

43,054

2,635

4,684

4,396

5,538

3,457

2,233

1,038

3,627

1,716

1,223

4,847

32,383

8,035

1,534

2,212

7,450

10,632

1,159

2,833

3,092
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1,040
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3,553
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103,045

1,255,926

53,401

56,278

94,556

403,933

1,070,177

58,641

40,465

84,956

522,241

63,690

40,773

7,725

83,362

27,388

38,935

127,100

623,750

184,783

13,245

63,515

231,683

244,548

16,184

93,137

85,558

1,136,327

11,752

50,909

425,429

164,393

100,310

22.9

130.7
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12.5

24.3

31.1

24.9

22.3

8.6

19.3

94.3

18.4

18.3

7.4

23.0

16.0

31.8

26.2

19.3

23.0

8.6

28.7

31.1

23.0

14.0

32.9

27.7

30.3

11.3

67.0

119.7

21.6

59.7

Source: Roland Berger, Indonesia Bureau of Statistics 
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significant shortage of qualified professionals. Accord-
ing to EXIM Bank Malaysia, physician density in Indo-
nesia is 2.88 per 10,000 inhabitants. This is signifi-
cantly lower than the world average of 14 physicians 
per 10,000 inhabitants, which lengthen wait times for 
patients.

HEADWIND #3 
Sound investment decisions are 
required

One of the most important issues when it comes to 
investing in a foreign country is the expected return on 
investment (ROI). Despite all the hype about Indone-
sia, its healthcare spending per capita remains low 
compared to its more advanced neighbours such as 
Malaysia and Thailand. According to the OECD, even 
though its CAGR (2009-2012) is the highest amongst 
its Southeast Asia peers, it remains in the lower half of 
healthcare spending per capita in the region.

of advanced medical systems is one of the reasons why 
many doctors from all over Southeast Asia move to ad-
vanced medical environments such as those offered by 
Singapore, where they can conduct leading experi-
ments in the world's most up-to-date facilities. It is es-
timated that half of the medical professionals at Mount 
Elizabeth Hospital in Singapore come from abroad. This 
brain drain has a clear adverse effect on the local 
healthcare industry. There are severe shortages of local 
capable professionals in the country. The Siloam Hospi-
tals Group – a big hospital operator in Indonesia – has 
already acknowledged that it will need to hire thou-
sands of doctors and even more nurses than that, to 
cope with demand and for its own expansion plans.

In order to attract the right personnel, a new 
healthcare provider hoping to enter the Indonesia mar-
ket must ready medical technology and equipment 
that is relatively new and sophisticated. They must 
consider that patients are seeking out the best medi-
cal professionals within their means. Already, there is 

F

INDONESIANS SEEKING MEDICAL CARE ABROAD
Number of medical tourists will steadily increase

3

Public Private Overseas
Malaysia Singapore

Puskesdes: 23,000
Puskesmas:  9,000
Public hospital:  -800

Number of hospitals -850

93,800,000  
(2010)

Total patients in  
each category

23,000,000 300,000 226,000

80,000

160-177 million more people expected 
to be insured after full coverage rollout

Annual medical costs
[2011, USD m]

152,000 500,000 8,000

84 USDPer capita  
healthcare costs
[2010, USD]

660 USD 200 USD 3,500 USD

Source: Roland Berger

Jamkesmas
Askes
(Jamsostek)

Type of medical 
insurance

Jamsotek
Private Insurance

Private Insurance
BPJS

x 4.1

x 7.8
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In light of this, we consider it paramount to create sev-
eral different plans for different scenarios. Having vari-
ous options up their sleeve will enable management to 
react with dexterity and swiftness to any unexpected 
changes. At Roland Berger we have worked with many 
healthcare companies operating in Indonesia or con-
sidering entering the market. Our work has helped us 
identify three key success factors that companies 
must consider when developing a strategy.
1. DEFINE YOUR TARGET SEGMENTS
Indonesia is not a "single" market per se. There are 
many opportunities to consider and revenues to be 
captured. To be successful, companies must define 
their target customers by carefully analyzing the situa-
tion with regard to patients, hospitals, physicians and 
policymakers.
2. IDENTIFY AND DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS
Identifying and building rapport with the right stake-
holders will help not only with market entry but also 
accelerate market expansion, especially if the target is 
public-sector stakeholders and hospital operators who 
deal with BPJS subscribers.
3. FIND A WIN-WIN SOLUTION
Indonesia has many unmet medical needs. Foreign 
players tend to focus on the segment that they consid-
er most profitable. But at the same time they should 
demonstrate commitment by improving overall Indone-
sian healthcare, even if this means smaller margins. In 
the longer term, this win-win approach will create a 
stronger bond with Indonesian stakeholders who are 
looking for companies that genuinely want to help es-
tablish a credible Indonesian healthcare service.

Is the game worth the candle? We believe it is. Indone-
sia's business environment is complex, but healthcare 
providers have an opportunity to catch the wave of 
growth that will accompany the establishment of uni-
versal healthcare. It is important for firms to start early 
and gain a strong foothold, as well as investing for 
long-term profits. For international healthcare provid-
ers looking at building or strengthening their presence 
in Indonesia, now is the moment for action. 

Foreign investors should also be aware that Indonesia 
has an array of regulations and restrictions relating to its 
healthcare industry. For example, it is forbidden for for-
eign-owned enterprises to operate a general hospital; 
only specialist hospitals can be operated by foreign 
firms. This naturally restricts the number of target pa-
tients. Foreign providers must take a very close look at 
the commercial viability of their proposed operations. 

These restrictions don't just apply to hospital provid-
ers either. Foreign ownership of pharmaceutical compa-
nies is limited to 85%. An additional requirement is that 
pharmaceutical companies must begin manufacturing 
in Indonesia within five years in order to access the 
country's markets. Thus, to sell in Indonesia in the long 
term, pharmaceutical companies must build their own 
manufacturing facilities or form partnerships with man-
ufacturers that already have factories in Indonesia. Of 
course, if there are limited sales volumes, companies 
will need to think seriously about whether establishing a 
factory in Indonesia is worthwhile in the short to medi-
um term. Plus, pharmaceutical companies must exam-
ine whether the products they manufacture in Indonesia 
will be suitable for export or not. 

And there's more. Producing pharmaceuticals in In-
donesia is not just about building a factory there: You 
also need a reliable supply chain. Companies need to 
examine carefully how they can optimize their supply 
chain across Southeast Asia as a whole. In some cases, 
they may find it more profitable to build manufacturing 
facilities not in Indonesia but elsewhere in the region. 

Catching the wave: Advice for new entrants 
to the Indonesian healthcare market
We have seen how foreign healthcare providers face three 
strong headwinds if they choose to enter the Indonesian 
market: the diversity of the local market, the need to pro-
vide state-of-the-art medical care, and the importance of 
ensuring sound investment decisions. To overcome these 
three challenges, companies must look at the bigger pic-
ture and consider all the market factors before making an 
investment decision. The constantly changing regulations 
that affect the Indonesian market make it particularly dif-
ficult to assess future economic viability. 
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